
 

The number of devices connecting to your WiFi network is 
constantly changing every day. The users, whether your own 
staff, contractors or guests, demand reliable, high performance 
and trouble-free WiFi access to their business applications.  

RADIUS - a critical service without which, secure WiFi networks 
cannot function - is often neglected even when considerable 
investments are made to upgrade or improve the WiFi to 
support the ever-increasing usage.

This has a serious impact to the WiFi service and delivers a 
poor user experience; leading to an increase in help-desk calls, 
business impact and frustration, that can damage the reputation 
of the organisation.

Using the experience gained from delivering complex WiFi 
projects across multiple sectors, we launched KHIPU 
Konnect™ - a fully managed, resilient and high-performance 
RADIUS authentication solution. 

govroam eduroam any service

Simple Fast Deployment

The service can be up and running within hours, 
without any impact to your WiFi network

Complete visibility of your WiFi

Visualise, monitor & report on who & what is connected 
as well as the performance / health of your WiFi

Fully Installed, managed & supported

A fully managed, maintained and supported 
platform for your critical RADIUS services

Simple troubleshooting

Instant access to the RADIUS service to see what is 
happening and if users are having connection issues

High performance & scalable

No licence restrictions, works with any WiFi vendor and 
can support environments over 100,000 connections

SSID consolidation

Simplify your WiFi by collapsing multiple networks 
(SSID’s), improving performance & user experience
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“Expanding WiFi services such as our own corporate networks, as well as introducing other services such as 
govroam and eduroam across our 300+ site environment, requires dedicated expertise, time and resources to 
both implement and maintain. For the roaming services govroam and eduroam, where visiting organisations 
will be connecting over our WiFi network, we have to ensure the services are accessible 24x7. 

If users are having difficulties in connecting, this can create an overhead on our helpdesk teams, as well as 
potential damage the council’s reputation in providing these services.
 
In order deliver eduroam and govroam across our buildings, quickly and with little intervention from our 
teams, we have rolled out KHIPU Konnect™. Having a fully managed and supported radius platform, means 
that our teams have one less service to maintain, freeing them up to focus on more strategic projects”

Andy Nunn, Lead Architect, Kent County Council

Features and Benefits
Highly Scalable AAA RADIUS - developed for high-density WiFi networks

Manufacturer agnostic solution: Works with any WiFi manufacturer

Reporting services: historical, analytics, activity and failed 
authenticated clients “wifi reputation protection”

Simple user interface for instant troubleshooting 

Highly available virtual or hardware appliance based-service

Pro-active monitoring of RADIUS services: Health and performance

Pro-active monitoring of WiFi networks: Health and performance 

Easy backup and restore functionality

Designed for roaming services; govroam, GovWiFi, eduroam and more

Supports: EAP-PEAP, EAP-TLS, MSCHAP, PAP, Radsec

Pass through Proxy: simple load balancing and forwarding mode

Supported proxy load balancing modes: Load balancing; round robin, hash, 
failover, client IP balance (NAS IP) and client port balance 

Radius DPI and invalid realm/packet filtering: Remove junk realms and authentication requests to be forwarded upstream 
and downstream on proxy

Deployment modes: Authentication (EAP termination), proxy, accounting proxy, radius accounting analytics and reporting

Endpoint context or external server integration (incl. Palo Alto Networks): user ID, IP, Ldap groups, dynamic tags and syslog 

Flexible enforcement policies based on realm/AD groups or other radius packet attributes
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